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Abstract

Ž .The basis-set convergence of the correlation contribution to the two-electron Darwin term with the cardinal number X
2e Ž . 2eof the basis set in conventional calculations is investigated for He, H , Ne, and HF. For He, the form D X sD q2 corr 0

C Xy1 describes the convergence for numerically optimized basis sets of the principal-expansion type accurately, and, for1

the larger of these basis sets, two-point extrapolated values obtained with this Xy1 form are within 0.1% of the basis-set
limit established with the Hylleraas expansion. For all four systems, the Xy1 form describes the convergence of the
correlation-consistent cc-pVXZ basis sets accurately. Accordingly, for these basis sets, two-point Xy1-extrapolated values
represent significant improvements on the unextrapolated results. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Basis-set extrapolation is an important issue of
contemporary molecular ab initio theory as extrapo-
lations may significantly accelerate the slow basis-set
convergence observed in correlated molecular calcu-

Ž w x .lations see, e.g., Refs. 1–12 and references therein .
Ž .As the energy E is the fundamental property of

molecular ab initio theory, most recent studies of
basis-set extrapolation have been concerned with the

Ž Ž0. .non-relativistic correlation energy E , whose slowcorr

convergence is governed by the electronic Coulomb
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cusp condition. The expansion of the r -functional12
Ždependence of the wavefunction imposed by the

singularity in the electron–electron repulsion term
ˆ Ž0. .1rr in the Hamiltonian H for r s0 in prod-12 12

ucts of one-electron functions is very slowly conver-
gent, making the basis-set convergence of EŽ0. incorr

conventional calculations very slow but at the same
time systematic. Indeed, for the correlation-con-

w xsistent cc-pVXZ basis sets of Dunning et al. 13,14 ,
the asymptotic convergence of EŽ0. has been foundcorr

to follow an Xy3 form, where X is the cardinal
Ž . w xnumber of the basis set D: 2, T: 3 . . . 7,9 . Less

attention has been given to properties that may be
determined as energy derivatives, although basis-set
extrapolations for the molecular electric dipole mo-

Ž . w xment m have recently been investigated 11 .
In this study, we investigate the basis-set conver-

gence and extrapolations for the two-electron Darwin
term, which may be determined as a first-order

0009-2614r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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energy derivative with the following first-order per-
turbing Hamiltonian

p
2eDV̂ sy d r , 1Ž . Ž .Ý i j22c i/j

Ž .where c is the velocity of light in vacuum and d ri j

is the Dirac delta function for coinciding electrons i
and j. The basis-set convergence of this particular
term is interesting for several reasons:
Ž .1 The two-electron Darwin term measures the bot-

tom of the Coulomb hole in the wavefunction
and is therefore closely related to the origin of
the slow convergence of EŽ0. .corr

Ž .2 The two-electron Darwin term is part of the
first-order relativistic correction to the ground-
state energy. As the basis-set convergence of
EŽ0. is now well established, it becomes impor-corr

tant to determine the basis-set convergence of
the relativistic correction terms for studies where
highly accurate molecular energies are needed.

¨Ž . w x3 Salomonsen and Oster 15 found that the corre-
lation contribution to the first-order relativistic
correction followed an Xy1 form for the

Žpartial-wave expansion of the He atom here
Xs llq1, where ll is the highest angular mo-
mentum of the functions included in the expan-

.sion . It is interesting to investigate whether this
form originates from the two-electron Darwin
term.

We shall focus primarily on He, for which we
investigate the basis-set convergence of the full con-

Ž .figuration interaction FCI – which for He is equiv-
alent to the coupled-cluster singles and doubles
Ž . w xCCSD 16 – correlation contribution towards the
basis-set limit, which in this case may be determined
by calculations with the Hylleraas expansion. For
this system, we shall investigate both the partial-wave

Žexpansion and the principal expansion i.e., 2s1p,
.3s2p1d, . . . as realized by the cc-pVXZ basis sets

and by the corresponding set of fully numerically
optimized basis functions. Furthermore, we shall
compare results obtained with the explicitly corre-

w xlated CCSD-R12 model 17,18 with those from the
Hylleraas expansion so as to determine the accuracy
attainable with linear R12 methods for the two-elec-
tron Darwin term. Finally, this knowledge will be
used to investigate the basis-set convergence of the

correlation contribution to the two-electron Darwin
term for H , Ne, and HF, for which we perform2

CCSD-R12 and conventional CCSD calculations.

2. Theory

For the partial-wave expansion of the He atom,
the following form for the convergence has been

wfound both empirically and strictly theoretically 19–
x22

EŽ0. X sC Ž0.qC Xy3 qC Xy4 q . . . , 2Ž . Ž .corr 0 3 4

where C Ž0. is the basis-set limit of the non-relativis-0

tic correlation energy, Xs llq1 as discussed for the
Ž0. Ž .partial-wave expansion above, and E X is thecorr

non-relativistic correlation energy obtained for the
partial-wave expansion with the given X. As men-

Ž .tioned above, Eq. 2 has also been found to describe
accurately the basis-set convergence of EŽ0. ob-corr

tained for atoms and molecules when using the
correlation-consistent basis sets, in which case X
represents the cardinal number of the basis set. Eq.
Ž .2 will therefore be the starting point for our discus-
sion of basis-set convergence of the correlation con-
tribution to energy derivatives for the different types
of basis-set expansions. To this end, we consider the

ˆcase where we have added a general perturbation V
with strength l to the electronic Hamiltonian

ˆ p ˆ Ž0. ˆH sH qlV , 3Ž .
and examine the basis-set convergence of the per-
turbed correlation energy E p that corresponds tocorr
ˆ pH . As the perturbation is completely general, it is

not guaranteed that the leading term in the basis-set
convergence of E p will be the Xy3 term as forcorr

EŽ0. . Indeed, perturbations that may be very difficultcorr

to describe in terms of products of one-electron
functions can be thought of – the two-electron Dar-
win term being an illustrative example – and such
perturbations may cause the convergence of E p tocorr

be even slower than the Xy3 convergence of EŽ0. .corr

To accommodate this situation, we propose the fol-
lowing general inverse power series expansion for
the basis-set convergence of E p

corr

`

p ynE l, X s C l X , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýcorr n
ns0
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where the l dependence is located in the expansion
Ž .coefficients C . Note that C l represents the basis-n 0

p Ž . Ž .set limit of E and that C 0 sC 0 s0 suchcorr 1 2

that the expansion reduces to the correct form for
EŽ0. . Preparing for the determination of energycorr

derivatives, we Taylor expand the C coefficients inn

orders of l

` Žk . kC ln1Ž0. Ž1. Ž2. 2C l sC qC lq C l q . . . s ,Ž . Ýn n n n2 k!ks0

5Ž .

and we then find that the basis-set convergence of
the correlation contribution to the k th order energy
derivative is given by

k p `E E l, XŽ .corr Žk . yns C X , 6Ž .Ý nkEl
ls0 ns0

where C Žk . becomes the basis-set limit of the energy0

derivative of interest, and the remaining terms gov-
ern the convergence towards this limit. In some
cases, it is possible to argue that some of these terms
will vanish a priori. In the case of m, the perturbing
operator is a one-electron operator which is easy to
describe accurately once diffuse basis functions are
included in the one-electron basis set. Hence, for the

w xaug-cc-pVXZ series of basis-sets 23 , the conver-
gence of E p should be governed by the electroniccorr

ˆ Ž0.Coulomb cusp condition originating from H for a
wide range of l values. This means that the conver-
gence of E p in this case should be as for EŽ0. ,corr corr

Ž1. Ž1. Ž .implying that C and C are very close to zero,1 2

which in turn implies that the correlation contribu-
Ž corr .tion to m m should not converge slower than

y3 w xX , which is in agreement with Ref. 11 where it
was found that mcorr within the aug-cc-pVXZ basis
sets converged as Xy3. However, in the case of the
two-electron Darwin term, we cannot use similar
arguments as the perturbing operator is proportional

Ž .to d r , which is extremely difficult to describe12

accurately solely by means of products of one-elec-
tron functions and cannot be argued to be negligible
compared to the electronic Coulomb cusp condition
with respect to the basis-set convergence of E p forcorr

a wide range of l values. In fact, in light of the
¨ w xfindings of Salomonsen and Oster 15 , it is likely

that the leading term in the basis-set convergence of
the correlation contribution to the two-electron Dar-

win term is the Xy1 term, and we shall therefore
focus in particular on the form

D2e X sD2e qC Xy1 , 7Ž . Ž .corr 0 1

for which two-point extrapolations for two consecu-
tive X yield the following extrapolated basis-set
limit

2e 2e 2ew xD sD X q Xy1 D XŽ . Ž .0 corr corr

2eyD Xy1 . 8Ž . Ž .corr

3. Computational details

The molecular calculations have been carried out
at the geometries of r s1.400 a and r s0.917HH 0 HF

Å, respectively.
Conventional SCF and CCSD calculations for all

four systems under study have been performed with
the cc-pVXZ basis sets with X(6. These calcula-
tions have been performed with a local version of the
DALTON program 2 that contains the analytical cou-

w xpled-cluster gradient code described in Refs. 25–28 .
The CCSD-R12 calculations have been performed

w xwith the DIRCCR12-95 program 29 and the two-elec-
tron Darwin term has been computed numerically by
finite-field perturbation theory. This is achieved by
adding to the standard electron repulsion integrals a

Ž .small perturbation of the form ld r . In the R1212

methods, operator products occur of the 1rr12

Coulomb term with other two-electron operators, and
these products need special attention. Consider, for
example,

1
k l ˆ ˆ² < < :V s ij qld r 1yP 1yP r klŽ .i j 12 1 2 12r12

1 1
² < < : ² <f ij qld r r kl y ijŽ . Ý12 12r r12 12pq

< : ² < < :qld r pq pq r klŽ .12 12

1
² < : ² < < : ² < < :s ij kl y ij pq pq r klÝ 12r12pq

² < < : ² < < :yl ij d r pq pq r kl , 9Ž . Ž .Ý 12 12
pq

ˆwhere P is the projector onto the full set of molecu-i

lar orbitals for electron i. The key point is that

2
DALTON is an ab initio electronic structure program; see Ref.

w x24 .
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Ž .integrals over the operator product d r r vanish12 12

and that the finite perturbation does not change any
of the implicit operator products of R12 theory.
Hence, one only needs to perturb the 1rr integrals,12

and care must be taken to ensure that the integrals
ˆ ˆw xover r and T qT ,r , which are computed from12 1 2 12

intermediate Hermite–Gaussian integrals over 1rr12
ˆw x Ž30 , remain unperturbed T is the kinetic energyi

.operator for electron i .
The basis sets that were used for the CCSD-R12

calculations have been chosen as follows:
Ø For He, we used an 11s8p7d6f5g4h3i basis set,

which has been derived from the 11s8p6d5f4g3h
w xbasis of Ref. 3 by geometrically adding tight d-,

f-, g-, and h-functions as well as three i-functions
with exponents of 1.20460, 0.539755, and
0.241853.

Ø An 11s7p6d4f2g1h basis set located on both nu-
clei was used for H . To the 10s5p4d3f2g1i2

primitive Gaussians of the cc-pV6Z basis, we
added the diffuse s-, p-, and d-functions of the
aug-cc-pV6Z basis as well as tight p-, d-, and
f-functions with exponents 21.8, 10.1, and 9.44,
respectively.

Ø An 18s13p11d9f7g5h3i basis set for Ne was de-
rived from the uncontracted 18s13p basis of Par-

w xtridge 31 . The exponents of the d-, f-, g-, h-, and
i-polarization functions were obtained by apply-

Ž .ing the recipe z sz 2 llq3 r5 to the exponentsll 1

3–13, 5–13, 7–13, 8–12, and 9–11 of the p-set,
respectively, with respect to p-exponents in de-
creasing order.

Ø For HF, we used a 17s11p9d7f5g3h1i basis set
for F and the primitive cc-pV5Z basis
Ž .8s4p3d2f1g for H. The basis for F was derived
from the 17s11p primitive Gaussians of the aug-
cc-pV6Z basis. The exponents of the d-, f-, g-, h-,
and i-polarization functions were obtained by ap-

Ž .plying the recipe z sz 2 llq3 r5 to the expo-ll 1

nents 3–11, 5–11, 6–10, 7–9, and 8 of the p-set,
respectively, with respect to p-exponents in de-
creasing order.
The Hylleraas calculations on He have been per-

w xformed with the HYLLERAAS program 32 . The
Hylleraas expansion for He uses basis functions of
the type

C ssp t qureyh s , 10Ž .p qr

where s, t, and u are the Hylleraas coordinates

ssr qr , tsr yr , usr . 11Ž .1 2 1 2 12

Matrix elements of the two-electron Dirac delta func-
tion are computed according to
² < < :X X XC d r CŽ .p qr 12 p q r

` Xpqpy4h r 21X Xs4pd d d d e 2 r r drŽ .Hr 0 r 0 q0 q 0 1 1 1
0

pqpX q2 !Ž .Xpqp
X Xs4pd d d d 2 . 12X Ž .r 0 r 0 q0 q 0 pqp q34hŽ .

The atomic SCF and FCI calculations for the
partial-wave expansion and the numerically optimal

Ž .principal-expansion num-pVXZ type basis sets have
w xbeen performed with the LUCAS program 33 . For the

partial-wave expansion of He, we have also per-
formed calculations of the mass-velocity and one-
electron Darwin terms, which may be determined as
first-order energy derivatives with the following
first-order perturbing Hamiltonians

1
mv 2ˆ ˆV sy T ,Ý i22c i

p
1eDV̂ s Z d r , 13Ž . Ž .Ý Ý A i A22c i A

Žrespectively r is the position vector of the ithi A
.electron relative to the nucleus A with charge Z .A

In all these numerical calculations, the radial part of
the orbitals was expanded in 180 fifth-order polyno-
mials and the Coulomb repulsion was evaluated us-
ing a basis of 360 fifth-order polynomials. These
bases lead to small truncation errors in the fifth digit
of the calculated relativistic corrections.

In all calculations, only the valence electrons have
been correlated in the post-SCF treatment.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. He

The two-electron Darwin term obtained with the
Hylleraas expansion for He is given in Table 1
Žalong with the corresponding non-relativistic

.ground-state energy . From these results, the basis-set
limit of the two-electron Darwin term is incon-
testably established to be y17.791 mE .h

The FCI mass-velocity, one-electron Darwin, and
two-electron Darwin results for the partial-wave ex-
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Table 1
Ž .Convergence of the non-relativistic ground-state energy E and

the two-electron Darwin term obtained with the Hylleraas expan-
sion for He

N Expansion E Darwin termmax
Ž . Ž .length E mEh h

0 1 y2.847 65625000 y31.98689
1 3 y2.891 23237696 y20.35160
2 7 y2.903 42585781 y18.63086
3 13 y2.903 64047184 y18.07314
4 22 y2.903 71394502 y17.92755
5 34 y2.903 72096781 y17.850 47
6 50 y2.903 72370194 y17.82388
7 70 y2.903 72410501 y17.80774
8 95 y2.903 72430539 y17.80087
9 125 y2.903 72434387 y17.79656

10 161 y2.903 72436643 y17.79443
11 203 y2.903 72437161 y17.79307
12 252 y2.903 72437504 y17.79232
13 308 y2.903 72437593 y17.79183
14 372 y2.903 72437658 y17.79154
15 444 y2.903 72437677 y17.79134
16 525 y2.903 72437692 y17.79122
17 615 y2.903 72437696 y17.791 14
18 715 y2.903 72437700 y17.79108
19 825 y2.903 72437701 y17.79105

pansion of He are given in Table 2. The results show
that the radial convergence of the two-electron Dar-
win term is very slow, and we cannot claim to have
converged this property to the limiting value for each
partial wave, so unfortunately we cannot investigate

Ž .the angular basis-set convergence with respect to X
in this case. However, both the mass-velocity and
one-electron Darwin term results are practically con-
verged to the limiting value for each partial wave, so
we can investigate these terms in detail. For X)2,
the partial-wave contributions to the one-electron
Darwin term are significantly smaller than those to
the mass-velocity term, so the convergence of the
sum of the two is governed by the convergence of
the latter term which we will therefore focus on. For
the partial-wave expansion of He, the basis-set con-

Ž mv .vergence of the total mass-velocity term E is
identical to that of the correlation contribution to
Emv, as the SCF partial-wave contributions for X)1
are zero, and we can therefore work with the total
Emv in the following. We shall employ the 12s,
12s11p, 12s11p10d, and 12s11p10d9f results as the
s, sp, spd, and spdf limits, respectively, and the

10s9p8d7f6g result corrected by y0.01 mE as theh
Žspdfg limit this correction is supported by the spd

. mvand spdf results . The basis-set convergence of E
is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the error in Emv relative

w x Ž mv .to the Hylleraas result of Drake 34 D E is
plotted as a function of X in a log–log plot together
with the best straight line obtained from linear re-

Ž Ž . Ž mv ..gression on the ln X , ln D E results for X)1.
The statistical correlation coefficient from the linear
regression is y0.999151 and the slope of the line is
y0.948, which suggests that the basis-set conver-
gence of Emv follows an Xy1 form. Furthermore,
the two-point Xy1-extrapolated value from the Xs2

Ž .and Xs3 23 result is y720.07 mE and the simi-h

larly extrapolated 34 result is y720.03 mE , both inh

good agreement with the basis-set limit result of
y720.07 mE . Our numerical results thus pointh

toward an Xy1 form for the basis-set convergence
of Emv. Furthermore, they suggest that the Xy1

Table 2
Calculated first-order relativistic corrections at the FCI level for
the partial-wave expansion of He. Results in mEh

Mass-velocity One-electron Two-electron
Darwin Darwin

s limit
10s y717.34 607.63 y26.065
11s y717.34 607.63 y26.063
12s y717.34 607.63 y26.062

sp limit
10s9p y718.27 605.69 y21.510
11s10p y718.27 605.69 y21.505
12s11p y718.27 605.69 y21.501

spd limit
10s9p8d y718.86 605.71 y20.261
11s10p9d y718.87 605.71 y20.250
12s11p10d y718.87 605.71 y20.242

spdf limit
10s9p8d7f y719.15 605.73 y19.677
11s10p9d8f y719.16 605.73 y19.658
12s11p10d9f y719.16 605.73 y19.644

spdfg limit
8s7p6d5f4g y719.25 605.73 y19.460
9s8p7d6f5g y719.28 605.73 y19.395
10s9p8d7f6g y719.30 605.74 y19.352

aw xRef. 34 y720.07 605.75 y17.791
bHylleraas y17.791

a Hylleraas expansion result.
b Hylleraas expansion with N s19 containing 825 terms,max

from Table 1.
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Ž mv . Ž mv Ž . mv . Ž .Fig. 1. ln D E ' ln E X y E as a function of ln X for0
Ž mvthe partial-wave expansion for He E is the Hylleraas value0

w x Ž ..from Ref. 34 given in Table 2 . Also given is the best straight
Ž Ž . Ž mv ..line obtained from linear regression on the ln X , ln D E

results for X )1.

form seen for the convergence of the correlation
contribution to the total relativistic correction for the
partial-wave expansion of He by Salomonsen and
¨ w xOster 15 is not caused by the one-electron Darwin
term. This convergence is governed by the mass-

Žvelocity and two-electron Darwin terms, of which at
. y1least the former appears to converge as X .

The remaining results for the two-electron Darwin
term for He are given in Table 3. The basis-set
convergence for the num-pVXZ basis sets – that is,
the numerically optimal principal expansion – is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where the error in D2e relativecorr

Ž 2e .to the Hylleraas result D D is plotted as a func-corr

tion of the cardinal number in a log–log plot to-
gether with the best straight line obtained from linear

Ž Ž . Ž 2e ..regression on the ln X , ln D D data for thecorr

num-pVXZ basis sets with X)2. Not only do the
results lie on a straight line – the statistical correla-
tion coefficient from the linear regression is
y0.999989 – but the slope of this line is y1.006.
These results thus strongly support the Xy1 form in

Ž . 2eEq. 7 for the basis-set convergence of D for thecorr

numerically optimal principal expansion. Because
the Xy1 form describes the convergence so accu-

Ž .rately, extrapolations based on Eq. 8 give results in
very good agreement with the basis-set limit. As can

Ž .be seen in Table 3, the double-zeta triple-zeta DT
extrapolated result has an error which is more than
an order of magnitude smaller than that of the num-
pVTZ result, the error of the TQ extrapolated result
is a factor of 40 smaller than that of the num-pVQZ

Table 3
Ž .Calculated SCF, CCSD sFCI , and CCSD correlation contribu-

Ž 2e .tion D to the two-electron Darwin term for He. Results incorr

mEh

2e 2e aBasis set SCF CCSD D Dcorr corr

num-pVDZ y31.887 y23.579 8.308
num-pVTZ y31.887 y21.564 10.323 14.353
num-pVQZ y31.887 y20.605 11.282 14.159
num-pV5Z y31.887 y20.039 11.848 14.112
num-pV6Z y31.887 y19.664 12.223 14.098
num-pV7Z y31.887 y19.397 12.490 14.092
num-pV8Z y31.887 y19.197 12.690 14.090

cc-pVDZ y31.789 y24.667 7.122
cc-pVTZ y31.880 y22.085 9.795 15.141
cc-pVQZ y31.885 y20.853 11.032 14.743
cc-pV5Z y31.886 y20.170 11.716 14.452
cc-pV6Z y31.887 y19.741 12.146 14.296

bR12 y31.886 y17.939 13.947
cHylleraas y31.887 y17.791 14.096

dw xRef. 35 y31.887 y17.792 14.095

a y1 Ž .Two-point X extrapolated results obtained from Eq. 8 .
b 11s8p7d6f5g4h3i basis set.
c Hylleraas expansion with N s19 containing 825 terms,max

from Table 1.
d Explicitly correlated Gaussians result.

result, and the remaining extrapolated results are all
within 0.02 mE of the basis-set limit.h

The cc-pVXZ basis sets naturally do not perform
as well as the num-pVXZ basis sets. The error in the
cc-pVDZ result is 1.2 mE larger than the error inh

Ž 2e . Ž 2e Ž . 2e . Ž .Fig. 2. ln D D ' ln D X y D as a function of ln X forcorr corr 0
Ž 2ethe num-pVXZ basis sets for He D is the Hylleraas value in0

.Table 3 . Also given is the best straight line obtained from linear
Ž Ž . Ž 2e ..regression on the ln X , ln D D results for the num-pVXZcorr

basis sets with X )2.
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the num-pVDZ result, but the difference between the
results in these two series of basis sets decreases
steadily as X increases, and at the sextuple-zeta
level, the difference is only 0.08 mE . Correspond-h

Ž .ingly, the extrapolations based on Eq. 8 are less
accurate for the cc-pVXZ basis sets than for the
num-pVXZ basis sets. Still, the extrapolated cc-
pVXZ results represent solid improvements on the
unextrapolated cc-pVXZ results. The DT extrapo-
lated result has an error which is a factor of four
smaller than that of the cc-pVTZ result, and for

Ž .larger X, the error in the X–1 X extrapolated result
is between a factor of five to ten smaller than that of
the unextrapolated cc-pVXZ result. Even the error in
the DT extrapolated result is smaller than that of the
unextrapolated cc-pV6Z result.

It is also instructive to compare the low-order
Hylleraas expansion results with the conventional
results. The N s1 expansion, which contains onlymax

three terms, gives a result between those of the
Žnum-pVQZ and num-pV5Z basis sets or those of

.the cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z basis sets . Already the
Ž .N s2 expansion with seven terms gives a resultmax

that is more accurate than that of the num-pV8Z
basis set. Evidently, the basis-set convergence of the
Hylleraas expansion is unrivalled by that of the
conventional methods for the two-electron Darwin
term.

Since the two-electron Darwin term measures the
bottom of the Coulomb hole in the wavefunction and
D2e converges as Xy1 for the num-pVXZ basiscorr

sets, we expect the correlation contribution to the
value of the wavefunction for coinciding electrons
Ž .C for the num-pVXZ basis sets to converge ascorr

Xy1 as well. In Fig. 3, the error in C relative tocorr
Ž .the Hylleraas value DC is plotted as a functioncorr

of the cardinal number for the num-pVXZ basis sets
in a log-log plot for the particular case of He with
coinciding electrons located 0.5 a from the nucleus.0

Also given is the best straight line obtained from
Ž Ž . Ž ..linear regression on the ln X , ln DC resultscorr

for the num-pVXZ basis sets with X)2. The results
Žlie on a straight line the statistical correlation coeffi-

.cient from the linear regression is y0.999992 with
slope y0.951, indicating that the correlation contri-
bution to the value of the wavefunction for coincid-
ing electrons indeed follows an Xy1 form for the
num-pVXZ basis sets.

Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Fig. 3. ln DC ' ln C X yC as a function of ln X forcorr corr 0

the num-pVXZ basis sets for the case of He with coinciding
Želectrons located 0.5 a.u. from the nucleus C is the Hylleraas0

.value . Also given is the best straight line obtained from linear
Ž Ž . Ž ..regression on the ln X , ln DC results for the num-pVXZcorr

basis sets with X )2.

For the cc-pVXZ basis sets, we also note that, as
expected, the convergence of the SCF contribution is
significantly faster than that of the correlation contri-
bution. It also comes as no surprise that the CCSD-
R12 model gives significantly more accurate results
than the conventional CCSD model. The basis set
employed in the CCSD-R12 calculation is roughly
comparable to the num-pV8Z basis set, and the error
in the R12 D2e result is practically one order ofcorr

magnitude smaller than the error in the conventional
num-pV8Z D2e result. Finally, for future reference,corr

we note that the R12 D2e result is smaller than thecorr

basis-set limit, whereas the extrapolated cc-pVXZ
results are higher, and that the explicitly correlated
Gaussian result obtained by Cencek and Kutzelnigg
w x35 deviates from our basis-set limit result only in
the fifth digit.

4.2. H , Ne, and HF2

For H , Ne, and HF, the results for the two-elec-2

tron Darwin term are given in Table 4, Table 5, and
Table 6, respectively. For all three systems, the
CCSD-R12 D2e results are smaller than the extrap-corr

olated cc-pVXZ D2e results. For H , the R12 andcorr 2

56 extrapolated results of 4.346 and 4.470 mEh

bracket the basis-set limit estimate of 4.426 mEh
w xobtained in Ref. 35 using explicitly correlated

Gaussians. These findings are completely in line
Žwith those for He, and for Ne and HF we expect and

.assume the basis-set limit to be located somewhere
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Table 4
Ž .Calculated SCF, CCSD sFCI , and CCSD correlation contribu-

Ž 2e .tion D to the two-electron Darwin term for H . Results incorr 2

mEh

2e 2e aBasis set SCF CCSD D Dcorr corr

cc-pVDZ y7.016 y4.263 2.753
cc-pVTZ y7.226 y3.773 3.453 4.853
cc-pVQZ y7.228 y3.509 3.719 4.517
cc-pV5Z y7.230 y3.348 3.882 4.534
cc-pV6Z y7.230 y3.250 3.980 4.470

bR12 y7.230 y2.884 4.346
cw xRef. 35 y7.230 y2.804 4.426

a y1 Ž .Two-point X extrapolated results obtained from Eq. 8 .
b 11s7p6d4f2g1h basis set.
c Explicitly correlated Gaussians result.

between the R12 result and the 56 extrapolated
result.

As for He, the extrapolated cc-pVXZ results rep-
resent a significant improvement on the unextrapo-

Ž .lated results. For X)3, the errors in the X–1 X
extrapolated results are at least a factor of 5 smaller
than the errors in the corresponding unextrapolated
cc-pVXZ results, and the errors in the DT extrapo-
lated results are comparable to those in the unextrap-
olated cc-pV6Z results. For atomic and molecular

Ž .systems at least those involving only light atoms ,
y1 Ž .the X form in Eq. 7 thus describes the basis-set

convergence of D2e for the cc-pVXZ basis setscorr

accurately, and the two-point Xy1-extrapolation in
Ž .Eq. 8 may be applied to results obtained with these

basis sets to reduce the error in the computed D2e
corr

Table 5
Ž 2e .Calculated SCF, CCSD, and CCSD correlation contribution Dcorr

to the two-electron Darwin term for Ne. Only the valence elec-
trons have been correlated in the post-SCF treatment. Results in
mEh

2e 2e aBasis set SCF CCSD D Dcorr corr

bcc-pVDZ y7106.09 y7066.42 39.68
cc-pVTZ y7114.30 y7059.71 54.59 84.41
cc-pVQZ y7116.39 y7045.75 70.64 118.78
cc-pV5Z y7117.01 y7037.52 79.49 114.91
cc-pV6Z y7117.06 y7031.59 85.47 115.34

cR12 y7117.06 y7005.10 111.96

a y1 Ž .Two-point X extrapolated results obtained from Eq. 8 .
b cc-pVDZ FCI results: y7065.90 mE ; D2e s40.19 mE .h corr h
c 18s13p11d9f7g5h3i basis set.

Table 6
Ž 2e .Calculated SCF, CCSD, and CCSD correlation contribution Dcorr

to the two-electron Darwin term for HF. Only the valence elec-
trons have been correlated in the post-SCF treatment. Results in
mEh

2e 2e aBasis set SCF CCSD D Dcorr corr

cc-pVDZ y5014.50 y4986.34 28.16
cc-pVTZ y5016.96 y4978.88 38.08 57.91
cc-pVQZ y5018.68 y4970.40 48.28 78.89
cc-pV5Z y5019.11 y4965.38 53.73 75.50
cc-pV6Z y5019.14 y4961.81 57.32 75.31

bR12 y5019.17 y4944.34 74.83

a y1 Ž .Two-point X extrapolated results obtained from Eq. 8 .
b F:17s11p9d7f5g3h1irH:8s4p3d2f1g basis set.

significantly. We may also add that, for the two-elec-
tron Darwin term, the two-point Xy1 extrapolation

Ž .in Eq. 7 appears to work even better than the
corresponding Xy3 extrapolation for EŽ0. . In partic-corr

ular, for EŽ0. , the DT extrapolated results are bettercorr

than cc-pVQZ results but not as good as cc-pV5Z
w xresults 9 .

Comparing the results for H and He, we note2

that both the SCF and the CCSD correlation contri-
butions to the two-electron Darwin term are numeri-
cally smaller for H than for He. This may be2

explained by the fact that the two electrons in H are2

more separated in space than in He. The electrons in
H are thus less likely to coincide than in He,2

leading to the observed changes in the two-electron
Darwin term when going from He to H . Similarly,2

the SCF and the CCSD correlation contributions to
the two-electron Darwin term decrease in absolute
value from Ne to HF, which may be explained in the
same manner.

Finally, for benchmark purposes, we have in-
cluded FCI results for the two-electron Darwin term
for Ne in the cc-pVDZ basis set in Table 5. Not
surprisingly, the results show that in this highly
single-reference dominated case, the CCSD model is
an excellent approximation to the FCI model.

5. Conclusion

Results of conventional SCF and CCSD calcula-
tions of the two-electron Darwin term for He, H ,2
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Ne, and HF have been presented. The basis-set con-
vergence of the correlation contribution to the two-
electron Darwin term in conventional calculations
has been investigated by comparison with similar
results obtained using explicitly correlated wavefunc-
tion models. The convergence is in general ex-
tremely slow. For numerically optimal basis sets of
the principal-expansion type for He, the convergence

2e Ž .is described very accurately by the form D X scorr

D2e qC Xy1, and for these basis sets, two-point0 1

Xy1-extrapolated values are in excellent agreement
with the basis-set limit established with the Hylleraas
expansion. For all four systems, the Xy1 form also
describes the convergence for the cc-pVXZ basis
sets accurately and two-point Xy1-extrapolations
may be invoked to reduce the error in the computed

2e Ž .D significantly. Asymptotically, the first-ordercorr

relativistic contribution to the correlation energy
converges significantly slower than the non-relativis-
tic correlation energy for the cc-pVXZ basis sets.
However, because of the small prefactor on the
relativistic contribution, the basis-set convergence of
the total correlation energy is governed by the con-
vergence of the non-relativistic correlation energy in
all practical calculations—at least for molecules con-
taining only light atoms.
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